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Erasing Hell
2011-07-01

how could a loving god send people to hell will people have a chance after they die to believe in
jesus and go to heaven with a humble respect for god s word francis chan and preston sprinkle
address the deepest questions you have about eternal destiny they ve asked the same questions
like you sometimes they just don t want to believe in hell but as they write we cannot afford to
be wrong on this issue this is not a book about who is saying what it s a book about what god
says it s not a book about impersonal theological issues it s a book about people who god loves
it s not a book about arguments doctrine or being right it s a book about the character of god
erasing hell will immerse you in the truth of scripture as together with the authors you find not
only the truth but the courage to live it out

You and Me Forever: Marriage in Light of Eternity
2014-08-26

marriage is great but it s not forever it s until death do us part then come eternal rewards or
regrets depending on how we spent our lives in his latest book francis chan joins together with
his wife lisa to address the question many couples wonder at the altar how do i have a healthy
marriage setting aside typical topics on marriage francis and lisa dive into scripture to
understand what it means to have a relationship that satisfies the deepest parts of our souls in
the same way crazy love changed the way we saw our personal relationship with god you and
me forever marriage in light of eternity will radically shift the way we see one of the most
important relationships in our life jesus was right we have it all backwards the way to have a
great marriage is by not focusing on marriage whether you are single dating or married you
and me forever will help you discover the adventure that you were made for and learn how to
thrive in it 100 of the net proceeds from this book will support various ministries including
those that help provide shelter and rehabilitation for thousands of children and exploited
women around the world for more information please visit youandmeforever org

You and Me Forever Study Guide
2024-09-03

thought provoking questions in depth bible study and accompanying teaching videos make this
study companion to you and me forever a rich guide for engaged and married couples who
want their marriage to glorify god this practical study guide will help engaged and married
couples see marriage in light of the god who created it drawing on the truths of francis and lisa
chan s trade book the you and me forever study guide includes questions bible study and action
steps so couples know how to focus first on how to glorify god in their marriage communicate
openly about their relationship and its mission let go of their dreams for marriage and embrace
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god s design with immediate personal application and rich biblical wisdom the you and me
forever study guide inspires and challenges couples to realize that their marriage isn t really
theirs it belongs to god it s about eternity and by focusing first on drawing closer to christ they
will draw closer to each other

You and Me Forever Workbook
2015-02-27

in this workbook companion to you and me forever francis and lisa challenge us to think
differently about some of the most important relationships in our lives a jealous god asks us to
pursue him first and most if we have him at the center then life makes sense and everything
falls into its proper place jesus was right we have it all backwards the way to have a great
marriage is by not focusing on marriage this workbook is meant to help take these powerful
truths and translate them into action and changed lives 100 of the net proceeds from this book
will support various ministries including those that help provide shelter and rehabilitation for
thousands of children and exploited women around the world

Erasing Hell
2011

this 365 day devotional from new york times bestselling author francis chan will reveal the
heart and faith behind his prophetic voice to the church when you pick up this book you will be
challenged you will be pushed and you can t help but change

Relentless God
2015-09

now available all four of francis chan s new york times bestselling books in one edition
experience the life changing message of francis chan this new collection contains crazy love
revised updated edition god is love crazy relentless all powerful love have you ever wondered if
we re missing it forgotten god francis chan offers a compelling invitation to understand
embrace and follow the holy spirit s direction in our lives erasing hell addressing a variety of
views on hell the bible and the character of god francis chan and preston sprinkle offer an
eloquent response to the recent media storm surrounding questions of eternal destiny multiply
one plus one plus one every copy of multiply is designed to do what jesus did make disciples
who make disciples who make disciples until the world knows the truth of jesus christ

The Francis Chan Collection
2014-01-24
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this book is both timely and needed provocative yes because the message is essential at this
decisive hinge moment in time philip yancey author vanishing grace the way back is the way
forward erwin raphael mcmanus founder of mosaic and author the last arrow on a dusty hilltop
jesus once kickstarted his church with a ragtag group of fishermen who called themselves the
way truth be told the builders of christianity were a bunch of nobodies like us they were
powerless and flawed and sometimes petty but they were committed they were all in within a
remarkably short time the way became the world s most influential religious faith a force in
culture politics literature science philanthropy and the arts against impossible odds that group
of nobodies astonished the world two thousand years later by any measure christianity is
retreating on all fronts the way has lost its way in the way back media and marketing experts
phil cooke and jonathan bock take a hard look at christians today and reveal that we as a
salesforce have lost our faith in our product where s the passion the excitement and the
commitment that two thousand years ago made such improbable and staggering growth
possible the way back will inspire and equip you to learn from that wonderful group of
nobodies so that you too can astonish the world once more

The Way Back
2018-02-06

a irrelevância da igreja em muitos lugares e a apatia de seus membros pode ser creditada em
boa medida ao desprezo pela ação do espírito santo igrejas que se renderam ao mero ativismo
e à espetacularização do culto no fundo não passam de mero agrupamento de pessoas cuja
aparência esfuziante oculta a ausência de alguém que não está sendo convidado para a festa
não é por falta de livros que o povo de deus ignora o espírito santo muito já se escreveu e se
falou sobre a terceira pessoa da trindade contudo a visão estereotipada e falsa do espírito
propriedade exclusiva dos carismáticos ou ilustre desconhecido dos conservadores persiste
entre um grande número de cristãos mas a questão não para por aí o puro desinteresse pelo
compromisso com deus e o próximo tem alimentado a negligência para com o espírito francis
chan revela o exato senso de urgência da questão se a igreja quiser transformar o mundo
precisa antes transformar se numa comunidade que vive sob a força renovadora do espírito
santo quem vê o pastor francis chan surfar numa praia californiana não imagina que ali esteja
um dos mais vibrantes líderes religiosos da atualidade sua mensagem contundente
contemporânea e biblicamente fundamentada levou um pequeno grupo de estudo bíblico a
transformar uma igreja com mais de 3 000 membros a cornestone church igreja da pedra
angular seu compromisso com missões surpreendeu a todos quando sua igreja investiu 50 do
orçamento anual em missões nos quatro continentes como poucos ele e sua equipe sabem
explorar as novas mídias atraindo o público jovem e divulgando a mensagem em formato digital
de áudio e vídeo na internet É esse líder inovador e arrebatado pela mensagem da cruz que
agora convida você a entregar se ao poder do espírito santo a fim de que sua vida faça
diferença para aqueles por quem cristo morreu
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O Deus esquecido
2013-01-01

marriage is great but it s not forever it s until death do us part then come eternal rewards or
regrets depending on how we spent our lives in his latest book francis chan joins together with
his wife lisa to address the question many couples wonder at the altar how do i have a healthy
marriage setting aside typical topics on marriage francis and lisa dive into scripture to
understand what it means to have a relationship that satisfies the deepest parts of our souls in
the same way crazy love changed the way we saw our personal relationship with god you and
me forever marriage in light of eternity will radically shift the way we see one of the most
important relationships in our life jesus was right we have it all backwards the way to have a
great marriage is by not focusing on marriage whether you are single dating or married you
and me forever will help you discover the adventure that you were made for and learn how to
thrive in it 100 of the net profits from you and me forever marriage in light of eternity will go
towards providing food shelter and rehabilitation for thousands of orphaned children and
exploited women in partnership with global charities

You and Me Forever
2019-12

edited by david platt daniel l akin and tony merida this new commentary series projected to be
48 volumes takes a christ centered approach to expositing each book of the bible rather than a
verse by verse approach the authors have crafted chapters that explain and apply key passages
in their assigned bible books readers will learn to see christ in all aspects of scripture and they
will be encouraged by the devotional nature of each exposition projected contributors to the
series include notable authors such as russell d moore al mohler matt chandler mark dever and
others

Exalting Jesus in Philippians
2016-02-01

cum se poate ca dumnezeul atotputernic sa aiba copii coplesiti de teama si nesigurana el ne a
dat duhul sau cel sfant pentru ca lumea sa ne recunoasca dupa puterea neobisnuita din noi
fapte 1 8 2 tim 1 7 dar din pacate multe biserici si multi credinciosi sunt recunoscuti mai
degraba dupa talentul si capacitatea intelectuala decat dupa puterea lor supranaturala ceea ce
este si mai grav e ca nu suntem deloc alarmati de situatie ar putea fi din cauza faptului ca am
uitat de cel care ne face sa ne distingem de toate celelalte religii si culte din lume se spune
adesea ca duhul sfant este cenusareasa dumnezeirii este timpul pentru biserica preaiubita a lui
isus cristos sa cunoasca reversul acestei stari de fapt si sa urmareasca viata plina de duhul o
viata din abundenta pe care dumnezeu a pregatit o pentru noi pe temeiul solid al scripturii si
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cu un har narativ greu de egalat autorul francis chan ne îndreapta privirile spre duhul sfant asa
cum il descrie biblia si ne aminteste ca noi am fost creati si mantuiti nu pentru a ne tari viata
aici pe pamant ci pentru a trai plini de duh francis chan este pastor al bisericii cornerstone din
simi valley california este de asemenea fondatorul scolii eternity bible college si membru in
consiliul directoral al organizatiilor children s hunger fund si world impact francis chan isi
dedica o mare parte din timpul sau sustinerii de conferinte cu studenii din intreaga tara si
predicarii invataturilor bazate strict pe biblie cartea lui de debut dragoste nebuna disponibila si
in limba româna s a vandut in peste 300 000 de exemplare in primul an si a fost publicata in
mai multe limbi francis si familia lui locuiesc in sudul californiei

Dumnezeul de care ai uitat
2013-07-18

chan contends that christians have ignored the holy spirit for far too long and it s causing
disastrous results thorough scriptural support and compelling narrative form chan s invitation
to stop and remember the spirit of the living god

Forgotten God
2009

exista posibilitatea ca dupa moarte oamenii sa creada in isus si sa ajunga pana la urma in rai
cum poate dumnezeu sa fie plin de dragoste si totusi sa trimita oameni direct in iad multi
oameni experimenteaza iadul inca de pe pamant dar daca exista un iad si dincolo de viata
aceasta iadul nu este un subiect despre care eventual sa iti dai cu parerea sau sa ridici din
umeri si sa mergi mai departe miza este mult prea mare sunt in joc sufletele multor oameni iar
biblia are multe de spus in privinta aceasta adeseori discutiile despre iad sunt inabusite din
cauza ca oamenii nu stiu ce sa creada si mai ales nu vor sa creada si totusi cum se face ca multi
dintre cei ce considera ca iadul este un mit cred cu tarie in cer si nutresc sperante naive ca intr
o zi chiar vor ajunge in cer francis chan si preston sprinkle raspund celor mai presante
intrebari despre destinul vesnic al omului cartea lor nu este despre cine ce crede nu este o
carte de dezbateri doctrinare sau chestiuni teologice impersonale este o carte despre oameni
pe care dumnezeu ii iubeste este o carte despre caracterul lui dumnezeu cartea te provoaca sa
te adancesti in adevarul scripturii nu doar ca sa l descoperi ci pentru a avea curajul sa l traiesti
citeste o cu atentie si constientizeaza ca vor fi fiinte care vor ajunge intr un loc de pedeapsa
teribil un loc numit iad despre autor francis chan este pastor al bisericii cornerstone din simi
valley california este de asemenea fondatorul scolii eternity bible college si se afla in comisia
de directori a organizatiilor children s hunger fund si world impact francis chan petrece o mare
parte din timpul sau vorbindu le studentilor din intreaga tara si este dedicat predicarii
invataturilor bazate strict pe biblie pasiunea sa este sa vada biserica manifestand o dragoste
mult mai profunda pentru isus el locuieste in california impreuna cu sotia sa lisa si cei patru
copii ai lor cuprins prefata introducere capitolul 1 toata lumea va merge in cer capitolul 2 s a
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schimbat iadul sau ne am schimbat noi capitolul 3 ce a spus de fapt isus despre iad capitolul 4
ce au spus ucenicii domnului isus despre iad capitolul 5 ce am eu de a face cu toate acestea
capitolul 6 dar daca dumnezeu capitolul 7 nu te lasa coplesit extras din dumnezeul de care ai
uitat anexe intrebari frecvente bibliografie despre autor despre coautor note

Iadul
2018-03-22

faz parte de qualquer relacionamento a intensidade e a vibração dos primeiros momentos aos
poucos são tomadas pela rotina e o que antes era uma feliz dependência torna se um fardo
quando não a cínica indiferença para com o outro infelizmente o mesmo ocorre em nosso
relacionamento com deus acabamos nos acostumando a viver longe dele só demoramos a nos
dar conta disso nossa suposta auto suficiência torna difícil encaixar deus num mundo cujas
principais respostas já foram dadas se essa é a conclusão a que chegamos vale a pena ler e
ouvir alguém que não se conforma com desculpas fatalistas francis chan dedica sua vida a ser
um tipo diferente de cupido tendo experimentado com grande intensidade o amor de deus
empenha se em contagiar outras pessoas a re viverem a mesma paixão segundo chan apenas
experimentando e nutrindo um honesto relacionamento com deus podemos dar a necessária
chacoalhada em nossa vida e espantar a terrível mornidão que caracteriza nossa atitude diante
do pai o livro louco amor tira as nuvens que tornam nossa espiritualidade nublada reacende a
chama por um relacionamento profundo com deus e mexe com nossa mente se você quer
deixar de ser um ativista cristão e aprofundar seu relacionamento com deus não deixe de ler
este livro josué campanhã diretor sepal brasil

Louco amor
2011-01-01

in this book pastor and seasoned church leader wayne cordeiro speaks the truth in love
offering wisdom and insight to prepare leaders as they face the difficulties and hardships of
planting and leading churches while providing encouragement and inspiration for the journey
an experienced practitioner wayne shares the things he wishes he d known when he was
starting a new church with additional stories from francis chan and larry osborne each chapter
includes a thought provoking challenge question to develop a heart that is surrendered to god
focused on being and becoming versus doing and accomplishing wayne writes about a healthy
integration and balance of personal care and leadership amidst the difficulties of church
leadership instead of a how to book on models and methods this is a combination of a self
assessment book that challenges leaders scorecards of success encourages leaders to realize
that they are not alone in what they are experiencing and provides wisdom for the long haul to
position younger leaders for a life of ministry and finish strong
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Sifted
2012

addressing a variety of views on hell the bible and the character of god offers an eloquent
response to the recent media storm surrounding questions of eternal destiny

Ronnie Wilson's Gift
2011

revised updated edition god is love crazy relentless all powerful love have you ever wondered if
we re missing it it s crazy if you think about it the god of the universe the creator of nitrogen
and pine needles galaxies and e minor loves us with a radical unconditional self sacrificing love
and what is our typical response we go to church sing songs and try not to cuss whether you ve
verbalized it yet or not we all know something s wrong does something deep inside your heart
long to break free from the status quo are you hungry for an authentic faith that addresses the
problems of our world with tangible even radical solutions god is calling you to a passionate
love relationship with himself because the answer to religious complacency isn t working
harder at a list of do s and don ts it s falling in love with god and once you encounter his love as
francis describes it you will never be the same because when you re wildly in love with
someone it changes everything learn more about crazy love at crazylovebook com

Erasing Hell
2011-07-01

please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 i left
cornerstone church in simi valley california after years of doing great things i was pastor of
cornerstone for over sixteen years and i enjoyed every moment of it however people are still
asking me why i left 2 i had a crazy idea in 1994 i wanted to start a church out of my house i
was determined to create something different from what i had experienced before i wanted all
of us to sing directly to god hear the word of god deeply and live holy lives 3 the elders of the
church began to wonder whether their definition of a church was adequate they questioned the
level of love they had for one another and how everything had grown dependent on one person
4 i began to see that the church was holding back others who should have been leading i began
to release some of my staff members and elders into new ministries and they grew from being
given the opportunity to pastor

Crazy Love
2013-04-01
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god wants to use you right where you are jesus command to go and make disciples can feel
complicated and overwhelming do you wonder where to start what it looks like and how to fit
this making disciples thing into your busy schedule you re not alone drawing on cutting edge
research from the navigators and barna group alice matagora invites you to enter jesus plan to
save the world wherever you are she understands your anxieties because she s experienced
them and helps you to break down barriers pointing you to the joy of engaged discipleship
knowing christ making him known and helping others do the same her book includes plenty of
support to equip you right where you are today scripture woven throughout to encourage you
fascinating data based on barna s disciplemaking research questions for deeper reflection at
the end of each chapter seven relatable case studies of everyday disciplemakers no matter who
you are what you do or where you are in your disciplemaking journey how to save the world
will help you find joy and confidence as you discover practical ways to share your faith as you
join god in saving the world right where you live

Summary of Francis Chan's Letters to the Church
2022-09-21T00:00:00Z

we ve all got our issues maybe you feel like life just isn t going your way or you re afraid that
you don t measure up to other people s expectations perhaps you have a hard time managing
your temper or have someone in your life you just can t forgive we deal with our issues every
day in one form or another the problem is after a while they start to feel normal unchanging
just part of who we are and we forget that we have access to the power of christ a power that
can transform our everyday weaknesses into our greatest strengths and gifts in she s got issues
christian counselor ministry leader and regular mom nicole unice explores the ordinary issues
that are keeping you from the full and free life you were meant to have applying years of
counseling with practical scriptural teaching and a fresh and authentic voice nicole shows you
how to let god freely shape your character and transform your life from ordinary to abundant

How to Save the World
2022-08-09

every believer has questions about god the bible jesus and the purpose and meaning of life the
vexing problem is that so few believers are able to answer even the most basic ones without
answers doubt creeps in and the future of the church is in jeopardy with insight and precision
geisler and jimenez address one hundred penetrating questions that the culture asks and
christians must be prepared to answer including both controversial questions raging in the
public sphere and personal questions about family issues the purpose and meaning of life and
the future of the world christians from every walk of life especially young believers youth
workers and parents will treasure this comprehensive resource foreword by josh and sean
mcdowell
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She's Got Issues
2012-04-19

are you embarrassed by the bible the bible is full of stories that make us uncomfortable
israelites stoned adulterers slaves were told to obey masters jesus declared that sinners go to
hell and god commanded his people to kill others both young and the old alike in response
many of us opt for a feel good faith by embracing only the socially acceptable verses and
passages in uncensored brian cosby disrupts this deadly trajectory by explaining why all
scripture is god breathed holy and essential to us as believers and he invites you to quit hiding
behind the fig leaf of half truth and embrace a healthy passionate faith

The Bible's Answers to 100 of Life's Biggest Questions
2015-01-13

books that change lives is a compilation of essential books recommended by christian retail
book experts this guide is a useful tool for beginners just coming to the faith veteran christians
searching for growth and guidance and church leaders seeking to study the christian faith and
recommend quality christian books to others

Uncensored
2015-10-01

the christian message needs a new interpreter one that is particular enough to know and
interpret the tradition but broad enough to evoke thought and feeling from broader groups of
people including evangelicals liberals and those who are disenchanted with churched religion
and who describe themselves as spiritual but not religious yet are fond of the jesus tradition
this book helps readers to understand the new landscape and its key figure rob bell by bringing
a reasoned voice to the conversation and shedding light on the story directions and emotional
power of the figure who andy crouch claims will be the main influence on christians in this
generation while his theology is seen as a theo political stage by church leaders when rob bell
tours and speaks it is the unchurched the people in the pew the people who want to be in the
pew who are listening by the thousands his recent placement on the cover of time magazine
sealed his import on the american landscape for anyone interested in religion jonathan nathan
a bookbuyer for the harvard coop the largest booksellers in new england with a significant
religion section says that no book has ever sold like rob bell s to an audience that is young
thoughtful and college educated bell s church has 10k members and his influence has affected
every sector of the american protestant church why because rob bell has caused the whole
evangelical world to rethink the scope of salvation with one single question who gets to be
saved with that short sentence bell has initiated a whole new movement in rethinking what it
means to be an evangelical a movement that has only begun not only are heaven and hell at
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stake but salvation itself is it meant for all or for only a small elect group and if so who gets to
decide the parameters of that small group if heaven and hell are not ultimate identifiers for a
life of faith can the passion to evangelize be maintained if salvation is not either or but both
and does the whole idea of world evangelism simply disappear rob bell has created another
question for evangelicals will you decide to live in a closed world of your own making or an
open world those most influenced by rob bell are younger evangelicals who are dying to open
up their worlds rob bell just gave them permission according to andy crouch his is the voice
that will most influence this current generation for liberals rob bell gives them reason to be
passionate about their faith and to think in big terms about it without giving up their minds and
their questions for the conservatives he s the voice that young christians are looking to and
admiring and even if they disagree they are trying to observe and imitate his approach and
appeal rob bell doesn t have the personality to sink into some religious subculture he is a new
super religious brand the apple or pixar of his generation evangelicals will buy it because they
want to damn him imitate him or do both liberal religionists will buy it because they know that
he is a schleiermachian figure making a case for faith to its cultured despisers with passion and
a new aesthetic spiritual but not religious folks will buy it because rob bell has an invitation
and appeal that is rare and appeals well beyond holy huddles as an authorized biography that
will allow for extensive interviews with bell and his some of his congregants this will include
interviews with outside informed supporters and those that reject him and his theology the
book will reveal what makes him tick how his wheaton college background affected his work
and how he is dealing with accusations of being on the border of evangelical heresy this book
will be researched and written over the next two month with a finish date of december 1 half or
more will be available by the fall aar sbl annual meeting with the plan to have rob bell and the
author presenting the book will show how is he challenging orthodoxy and why theologians are
upset it will outline the key players in the debate it will also argue that no matter what the
theologians say people are still attending bell s church listening to him speak this is in large
part because the man has a pastor s heart he cares about his people the theologians aren t
reclaiming the conversation they are making themselves irrelevant as the people who want
genuine faith and are coming to rob bell s books and talks because as bell said when the
woman coming to church tells me she has stopped cutting herself and that a life of faith makes
a difference that s where the real things are happening finally people like him he is a
charismatic speaker that young people are listening to he has something to say and he is
pastorally living the heart of what he is saying

Books That Change lives
2014-08-19

most people believe that hell is the final state of the condemned following the final judgment at
the same time many people cannot comprehend why god created hell for the unsaved
respected church fathers held a variety of views dating back to the early centuries of the
church this book explains views on why hell exists unending suffering the annihilation of the
unrepentant and the rehabilitation of the lost most christians are unaware of the scriptural
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basis for each of these positions why hell is meant to educate the interested reader without
advocating for any one point of view the following are some of the book s features biblical
vocabulary of hell and positions held throughout early christian history positive cases
presented on three perspectives traditionalist conditionalist and restorationist critiques of each
view helpful charts at the back of the book that summarize and cross examine the arguments
for each view steve gregg provides food for thought for both trained theologians and serious
christian readers who want all the data and then consider for themselves the consequences of
three christian perspectives on hell

Rob Bell and a New American Christianity
2012-11-01

no doctrine appears more horrid to christians and non christians alike as the doctrine of hell
the belief in eternal conscious punishment against sin however despite the efforts of many to
dismiss the doctrine the biblical testimony is clear why is hell so common in the bible why does
jesus talk about hell so often in this short book we will take a stark look at what the bible says
about hell as retribution punishment against sin more importantly we will see why this doctrine
matters it matters because only in light of hell do we understand the cross of christ hell is a
revelation of god of his mercy love and justice finally hell reminds us that we are surrounded by
many who will die and face hell if they do not believe in jesus christ and receive the mercy of
god offered through him

Why Hell?
2024-06-04

it can be said that the words ôheavenö and ôhellö are thrown around flippantly these days it
seems they have become part of our vernacular without much thought or concern about what
they really mean the reality of heaven and hell is a hotly debated topic spurring countless
conversations books and sermons itÆs fashionable to have an opinion about the reality of
heaven and hell but what does the bible really say heaven and hell are they real discusses what
scripture really says about these mysterious places giving you real solid reliable information
the book includes scripture quotes that capture the current interest in the reality of heaven and
hell while offering readings on heaven and hell also included are quotes and insights from
trusted authors including billy graham randy alcorn c s lewis and more for the curious reader
looking for more information on heaven and hell heaven and hell are they real is the perfect
choice features include readings on heaven and hell questions for digging deeper additional
content from trusted contemporary and ancient scholars scripture from the niv

Revelation, Retribution, and Reminder
2021-03-05
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recent books about heaven and hell have aroused the interest of committed christians and
curious seekers alike but the wide range of viewpoints has also created confusion and left
many people wondering what they are to believe this user friendly guide presents the most
popular views on heaven hell purgatory judgment and related topics followed by brief easy to
follow analysis readers will be equipped to make their own well informed decisions about
questions like these what happens when we die where did the idea of purgatory come from will
our bodies be resurrected someday if so does cremation offend god will unbelievers be judged
by god and punished in hell forever or will they be annihilated what about those who never
heard the gospel message this summary of the latest evangelical teaching and traditional
mainstream scholarship provides readers with tools to assess each position in the light of
scripture

Heaven and Hell: Are They Real?
2014-02-18

one of the biggest movements in american christianity especially among younger evangelicals
is a groundswell of interest in the reformed tradition in reformed resurgence vermurlen
provides a comprehensive sociological account of this new calvinist phenomenon and what it
entails for the broader evangelical landscape in the united states vermurlen s explanation of
the reformed resurgence develops a new theory for understanding how conservative religion
can be strong and thriving in the hypermodern western world it is a paradigm using and
expanding on strategic action field theory a recent framework proposed for the study of
movements and organizations but rarely applied to religion this approach to religion moves
beyond market dynamics and cultural happenstance and instead shows how religious strength
can be fought for and won as the direct result of religious leaders strategic actions and
conflicts but the battle comes at a cost in the same storyline by which conservative calvinistic
belief experiences a resurgence in its field present day american evangelicalism has turned in
on itself because a field theoretic model of strength is premised upon an underlying current of
disunity and conflict it has baked into it a concomitant element of significant overall religious
weakness the vision of evangelicalism in the united states in the end consists of pockets of
subcultural and local strength within a broader framework of secularization as cultural entropy
as religious meanings and coherence fall apart

What's the Truth About Heaven and Hell?
2013-04-01

our current culture is producing anxiety ridden and stressed out people the busyness of our
lives as well as certain strongholds and thinking patterns can prevent us from connecting with
god and finding his peace living in gods rest is a guide to letting go of the tensions and worries
that chain us down and relaxing in his love and redemption when we know how to enter into
that divine place of rest we can find ourselves at peace no matter what is happening all around
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us thank you nancy for this powerful book god will use this to lift the heavy yokes of stress fear
and anxiety off of peoples hearts and find rest in him living in gods rest is an amazing book
dale walker author kissing the face of god and pastor heart for the world church and ministries
living in gods rest is a practical guide to learning to relax into gods loving arms nancy lapointes
personal story combined with usable information brings letting go and letting god so much
closer this book is indeed a blessing for us all sandi browne author touch the sky the story of a
mom a wife an airshow pilot and wingrider living in gods rest is a powerful book about biblical
rest a book that all of us involved in caring for a broken world need to read not so that we will
stop working god forbid on the contrary as we rest in him we become all the more productive
at advancing the kingdom of god on this earth nancy offers an enormous gift of encouragement
to those of us spending ourselves on behalf of the hungry and i treasure her words of wisdom
vicki penwell author down mercy road and founder of mercy in action philippines

Reformed Resurgence
2020

this collection bundles two of nicole eunice s nonfiction titles into one volume for a great value
she s got issues we ve all got our issues maybe you feel like life just isn t going your way or you
re afraid that you don t measure up to other people s expectations perhaps you have a hard
time managing your temper or have someone in your life you just can t forgive we deal with our
issues every day in one form or another the problem is after a while they start to feel normal
unchanging just part of who we are and we forget that we have access to the power of christ a
power that can transform our everyday weaknesses into our greatest strengths and gifts in she
s got issues christian counselor ministry leader and regular mom nicole unice explores the
ordinary issues that are keeping you from the full and free life you were meant to have
applying years of counseling with practical scriptural teaching and a fresh and authentic voice
nicole shows you how to let god freely shape your character and transform your life from
ordinary to abundant brave enough find the courage to be who you are not who you wish you
were is fear holding you back from becoming your best self does it add stress to your day and
keep you up at night what could be different if you let go and started living brave today bravery
doesn t have to mean cliff diving out of your comfort zone life is about being brave enough for
yourself for god for your tasks and for your calling right where he s placed you a brave enough
life is one lived fully and confidently with your shoulders relaxed and free from the weight of
responsibility and the burden of trying too hard nicole unice author of she s got issues wants
that life to become a reality for you she challenges you to get real about where you are right
now the places where you feel too scared to change too tired to endure or too worried to let go
through personal stories and practical application nicole will lead you on a journey to harness
all of your misspent doubts concerns and fears and discover what god is saying about who you
can be don t miss the companion brave enough dvd group experience
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Living in God's Rest
2013-01-08

the world had changed families had changed values had changed the meaning of religion had
changed after author kim kurtz graduated from high school twenty five years ago the world
was not what she expected the moral landscape of college and life thereafter was hostile and
foreign she struggled when the faith of her childhood didn t translate smoothly into adulthood
she was disillusioned when the formulas of faith and church that she had always known no
longer worked the messiness of life the difficulty of marriage and relationships and the many
ups and downs she experienced were overwhelming her faith couldn t handle it and she walked
away according to research kim wasn t alone 75 of young people raised in a christian home
leave the church after they leave the home numerous studies show that christian families are
losing their kids and have been for decades a majority of churched youth aren t developing a
personal powerful and passionate faith in jesus christ and a passive faith quickly fades to no
faith at all we can no longer afford as christian parents as the church or as a nation to ignore
this problem pouring in addresses the profoundly difficult task of passing on a lasting faith to
future generations effectively passing on the baton of faith allows our kids to experience the
love peace and hope that can only come from a genuine relationship with jesus christ make no
mistake you have the power to greatly affect the trajectory of your child s faith

The Nicole Unice Collection: She's Got Issues / Brave
Enough
2017-11-07

what do you believe about hell how do you feel about a god who could send people there
explore these tough questions in stop erasing hell as you walk through scripture with francis
chan and preston sprinkle to discern how what you believe about hell changes the way you live
in this interactive workbook based on the new york times bestselling book erasing hell the
authors wrap the study in prayer and impart courage for the journey ahead this resource will
help you learn more about the character of god discover the biblical truth about the afterlife
and ask yourself the hard questions so that the answers can revolutionize your life as you
grapple with the topic of hell let god transform your heart through renewed reverence for him
and love for the people around you stop erasing hell is a stand alone ten week study that can be
used by individuals or small groups and includes weekend retreat options and guidance for
small group leaders

Pouring In
2018-03-13

the first book in hendricksons new preachers toolbox series brings together a whos who group
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of todays most influential pastors who share their understanding of prophetic preaching as well
as their skills the book is divided into two sections the calling of prophetic preaching and the
craft of prophetic preaching which deliver clear themes and practical takeaways on the art of
preaching prophetically speaking with grace and authority preachers such as francis chan
mark buchanan john ortberg mark driscoll timothy keller and anne graham lotz offer biblical
and personal messages on prophetic preaching

Stop Erasing Hell
2012-03-01

is a doctrine of everlasting punishment in hell consistent with god s perfect love and perfect
justice and what implications does this traditional doctrine carry for the nature of divine grace
and mercy in hell in a nutshell charles watson sr argues that we should not allow a received
doctrine such as the doctrine of hell to determine our understanding of god s justice love and
mercy instead we should allow a biblically informed understanding of these divine attributes to
shape our understanding of every received doctrine including the doctrine of hell

Prophetic Preaching
2012

people yearn for many things but only jesus christ can satisfy the deepest cravings of the
human heart many individuals however have settled for a cultural christianity and lost their
vibrant day by day relationship with him this collection of short real life stories from an
exciting young author reveals that life with god can be a surprising challenging and richly
satisfying journey readers of donald miller and anne lamott will love these vignettes of people
who talk to strangers about god and find out why sharing their faith can actually be enjoyable
answer their calls and delight in godly obedience floss every day and discover the rewards of
daily prayer sometimes humorous occasionally tender and always thought provoking these
slices of life connect with 20 and 30 somethings who crave a deeper level of intimacy with god

Hell in a Nutshell
2016-10-04

it s time to stop trying to be the perfect mom you long to be the mom your kids need but often
you re convinced you come up short the label not enough seems to be stamped across
everything you do and yet parenting is the one thing you want most to get right what if the
solution is simply to embrace the truth that you are not enough but god is in gospel centered
mom brooke mcglothlin reveals how our entire approach to motherhood shifts when we stop
chasing our vision of a perfect family and start full out pursuing god with refreshing candor
brooke examines the daunting task of raising children in the light of god s word and challenges
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you to embrace your moment by moment need for jesus release the stress of believing
everything is your responsibility learn to fight for rather than against your child believe that
the story god is writing with your life is worth the sacrifice practice the daily disciplines that
lead to gospel centered parenting as you learn to anchor your life in the gospel you ll find
increased freedom purpose and joy in motherhood and you ll discover that jesus is more than
capable of meeting every need for your children and for you

Crave
2010-01-01

a taste of jesus is an in depth look at the characteristics that are meant to make up the
christian s life love joy peace patience kindness goodness faithfulness gentleness and self
control bradley explains just how radical and counter cultural these fruits are when they are
grown in fullness these are the characteristics of the upside down backwards kingdom of
heaven and when we live like we re residents there we begin to give people a real taste of jesus
who is living inside of us via the holy spirit this is by no means meant to be an easy book to
absorb for the fruit of the spirit constantly butts heads with our flesh but if you feel
uncomfortable maybe that s okay embrace it and see what god does jamin bradley is ordained
in the free methodist church and is the lead pastor of 1208greenwood in downtown jackson mi
he and his wife jodi have two energetic kids named beckett and jericho who love to keep them
on their toes outside of pastoring and writing jamin loves video games board games grilling
entertaining guests and writing recording and playing music if you re looking for the typical
easy to read feel good christian book this is not the one a taste of jesus discusses the fruits of
the spirit through a comprehensive theological relevant thorough and experiential
understanding bradley reminds us and challenges us to know and believe that god s love is
unconditional jesus example is an attainable lifestyle the holy spirit is moving and operating in
his entirety scripture is relevant and authoritative and the world although influential should
never be the final word i ve known pastor jamin for a while and what i ve read in this book is
what i have personally witnessed in his day to day discipline and ministry as you pick up this
book have your bible close by and a friend with whom to read and discuss pastor steven hlatky

Gospel-Centered Mom
2017-08-01

A Taste of Jesus
2017-07-26
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